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It is late in the night (or early in the morning) as
I come to the end of another day on call. I am

too awake to easily fall asleep. It seems the call
days are getting more hectic, or maybe I am just
getting older and more easily fatigued. Is it like
this for other doctors? What was it like for my pre-
decessors? Is my perception of working hard just
that, my perception? Maybe not.

The latest statistics from the College’s Janus
Project give the average age of Canada’s family
doctors as 47. It makes me wonder just who will
be practising medicine in the new millennium.
Are we, will they, be up to the challenge? Have we
become worn down by health care reform, the
cold financial reality of trying to run a practice, or
the ongoing conflict between personal and profes-
sional life?

A brief examination of the past reveals that the
burden of an increased workload was well recog-
nized. Dr G.L. Gass, then President of the College
of General Practice of Canada, commenting on a
1956 study in Ontario, raised the question: “The
hard-working GP: does he work too hard?” The
study showed that doctors saw an average of 28
patients daily, worked an 11-hour day, and spent
three evenings a week in their offices. Another
Ontario study in 1957 compared the workload of
general practitioners with that of their specialist
colleagues (Figure 1).

Not only was workload an issue, the very exis-
tence of family medicine was being debated 50
years ago. An interesting article appeared in the
Manitoba Medical Review in March 1947. Written
by J.C. Hossack, it was entitled “Trends in
Practice and the Family Doctor.”

There are as I see it, four trends in practice. Two of these
are lay and two are professional. The first of the lay trends
is towards a therapeutic Utopia where everyone will have
freely at his disposal all the marvels of modern medicine.
There is nothing wrong about that. Sickness is an expen-
sive business and often the cost of investigation leaves little
money for the payment of cure, or cure is made impossible
because lack of means has postponed attention. We are as
interested as our patients in bringing about the time when
sickness will no longer be for many an economic disaster.

The second trend is away from the family doctor. The
public, fed by press, radio and picture have come to glorify
the specialist. They have eaten of the tree of the Pseudo-
Knowledge of medical Good and Evil. They decide for
themselves which organ is at fault and none but a specialist
in that organ will satisfy them as an attendant. The concen-
trated knowledge of the specialist makes him in their eyes

good. The equally great but more visibly spread knowledge
of the general practitioner makes him, for their immediate
purpose, evil.

Thus when a woman finds herself pregnant she hies
herself to an obstetrician. Her child is fed according to
rules laid down by a pediatrician. He is circumcised by a
surgeon, has his tonsils removed by a pharyngologist, his
spots treated by a dermatologist, his hives by an allergist,
his wheezes by a pulmonologist and he gets glasses from
an ophthalmologist. Meanwhile the mother has been
scraped, suspended and repaired by a gynecologist and for
her palpitations has consulted a cardiologist while the hus-
band most likely belches and bellyaches in the office of a
gastroenterologist. The only time that the “family physi-
cian” is called is at three o’clock in the morning, when the
family can’t agree on which specialist is indicated and in
any case fear, quite properly, that even if they hit on the
right one, he probably wouldn’t come as specialists are
notoriously sensitive to the night air.

Contrast this with the viewpoint of Dr Maurice
Hobbs, Past President of the College of General
Practice of Canada in 1959-1960 (Figure 2).

The toll on personal life was being recognized
and written about even earlier, in 1939.

… my wife and I had come to realize one of the chief diffi-
culties of the family doctor—the constant drain upon the
emotions. To stand helplessly while relentless organisms
destroy a beautiful mother, a fine father, or a beloved child,
creates terrible emotional distress; and this feeling is
increased by the necessity of suppression. That is why the
average lifetime of family doctors is 55 years, most of them
succumbing to functional impairment.

—Joseph A. Jerger, MD

And personal life often still takes second place.
“We pay the price,” said the nonphysician husband of a
Midwestern physician. “We do the chores, plan family and
social activities, and arrange most other activities of daily
living. What concerns us most is that our physician-mates
give so much emotional support to their patients and col-
leagues, that there is often very little left to share with us.”

—Dr Xenakis (1997)

The personal price can be great. Why do we do
it, then? A famous Canadian physician spoke with
much insight about the doctor’s life (and perhaps
made a statement on the general human condi-
tion) when he wrote:

The practice of Medicine will be very much as you make
it—to one a worry, a care, a perpetual annoyance; to anoth-
er, a daily job and a life of as much happiness and useful-
ness as can well fall to the lot of man, because it is a life of
self-sacrifice and of countless opportunities to comfort and
help the weak-hearted, and to raise up those that fall.

—Sir William Osler
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Again Sir William Osler seems to have been pre-
scient when he said, “The student begins with the
patient, continues with the patient, and ends his
studies with the patient, using books and lectures
as tools, as a means to an end.”

While our patients respect the scientific knowl-
edge and skills that we, as physicians, possess,
they come to love us for the compassion and
respect that we extend to them. Our advice is not
usually sought because things are going well. For
physical pain or anguish of the soul, we have been
there and will continue to be there to provide
what comfort we can. Although we view ourselves

as scientists, much of what we do is encompassed
by the term “the art of medicine,” that nebulous
quality that allows us to see the person behind the
anatomy and pathophysiology.

This is perhaps our most ancient link to our
predecessors: shamans, medicine men, or witch
doctors. Ours is the privilege of intimate involve-
ment in the human condition. I am puzzled that
more great literature has not been written by
physicians. In fact, great writers have observed
this and commented on it. Boris Pasternak in Dr
Zhivago extolled the sensitive man trying to live in
the extraordinary times of the Russian Revolution.

Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Would our generation be able to champion the
personal life in the face of great adversity, to rec-
ognize the triumph of the inner self over collective
homogenization? Every day, we see the dignity of
the human spirit in the lives of our patients, as
they try to make sense of the incomprehensible. I
try to avoid sad movies and movies that capture
the essence of realism; if I want a real slice of the
tragic, of injustice, I can get more than a daily
dose by walking through the
doors of the hospital.

Awareness of the ar t of
medicine alone, however, is
only part of our duty to our
patients. We are expected to
be knowledgeable about the
science of medicine. Think
about how our predecessors
approached this. They had
the courage to go into plague-
infested houses, to inoculate
and infect themselves to
prove a point, and to ef fect
change and challenge the sta-
tus quo. The pursuit of truth
through evidence-based med-
icine has existed for a long
time.

Ours is a noble profession,
built on the good works of
our predecessors. We owe
much to those who came
before us. Despite the often-
expressed perception of loss
of prestige, the title physician
still commands respect. Lest
we fool ourselves and care-
lessly adopt the mantle of that
respect, we would be wise to
reflect that this respect was
hard won, and it is the task of
our generation of physicians to maintain the hon-
our of the title.

Has medicine changed? Undoubtedly, it has
become more complex. The knowledge base and
skill sets are getting larger each year. Do we work
as hard as or harder than the previous generation
of physicians? We might not make as many house-
calls, but having admitting privileges in several
institutions can be very time-consuming. In small-
er centres, we are the full meal deal—from soup
to nuts. We cover emergency departments, deliv-
er babies, and assist in the operating room, as we
have always done. Can it still be satisfying?

Concerns about the erosion of income are not
new (Figure 3). Is there not truth to that typically
Canadian cliché, being overworked and underpaid?

There is a pervasive perception that medical-
legal issues are part of fin-de-siècle medicine in
the twilight of this century. Advice from lawyers
was, however, being offered in the very earliest
communications from the College of General
Practice (Figure 4).

There seems to be a con-
tinual undercutting of the bas-
tion of our profession by many
in the allied professions;
despite this, we can take
solace in the knowledge that,
when someone is sick, the
person they really want to see
is their mother, but doctors
are a close second. Results
from opinion poll after opinion
poll confirm the public’s trust
in us. As Hippocrates said in
about 400 BC, “Some patients,
though conscious that their
condition is perilous, recover
their health simply through
their contentment with the
goodness of the physician.”

We are open 24 hours a
day. We make things look
easy because we are skilled
at our jobs, and we have had
excellent teachers. My first
practice associate, Dr M.E.
Chonko, was nearing retire-
ment when I joined him in
1978. He made an observa-
tion that has stayed with me
to this day but was just as
true for him when he entered
practice in 1950: “You can be

sure that, when the problem seems insurmount-
able, it will be either the priest, the cop, or the doc
that will then be summoned to help.”

As we bid goodnight to a turbulent 1000 years,
we should marvel at the changes and advances in
medicine during that time. Will the next 1000
years be as dynamic? I would bet that some things
will remain as we know them, but I would love to
be around to see the changes. It has been quite a
ride so far.                                                      

Dr Kolotyluk practises family medicine in Westlock,
Alta.

Figure 4


